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World Class training camp with Personalized Program integrating :

               Injury prevention with functional training
 
               Footwork and balance training 

               Shooting zone under fatigue and pressure 
Pro-FTS knows how to take you and your game to the next level:

 * The ONLY camp to mix Performance, Injury Prevention & Shooting.

 * Has trained over 50 players; NBA, European and NCAA.

 * A unique philosophy for every Pro-FTS camp.

 * Over 6 hours of training per day Monday to Saturday.

WORLD CLASS CONDITIONING CAMPS
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for the �rst time, Pro-FTS will held its summer camp in the city that 
never sleeps. Manhattan is pure energy and an amazing place to 
experience or discover the Pro-FTS style.  Weekend & recovery time 
will be yours to enjoy all this great city has to o�er, the rest, you will 
sweat like never before. In the heart of the city, you will endure 1 of 
the hardest camp you will ever go. It is not a promise, it s a fact!

Miami is a Premiere destination to enjoy an amazing weather while
preparing your body to get ready for next season. The city could be 
laid back but South beach occupies as the prime location in Miami for
its diversity of people, rich in culture, beaches and things to do. 
Miami “SoBe Life” is the most luxurious Pro-FTS camp yet with top-of-
the-art gym at “UFIT”  & basketball court in the heart of SoBe.

June 17th - June 29th             New York  - «Manhattan Style»

4 Cities / 4 Camps,1 Goal: 
Supporting you to reach Success!

June 24th - July 6th                Los Angeles - «California Roll»

July 1st - July13th                    Miami Beach - «SoBe Life»

The �rst Pro-FTS camp started here and has received over 50 players.
The City of Angels, with its amazing weather is de�nitely the place 
to be for a fun but dedicated summer. Of course, a trip to Los Angeles
is never complete without a walk on the famous Hollywood boulevard
or a visit to Universal studio during weekend. A camp we call “Classic”
to put you on a good path and rocketlaunch your season!
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2 weeks camp in one of the best training centers in France. 
Pro-FTS Paris brings the best of conditioning to the city of Love: 
Great weather, amazing french touch  “joie de vivre”, History and 
Fashion along with multicultural experience for a memorable camp. 
Chiropractic therapy, elite recovery, and injury risk reports.
End your summer on a perfect note to start your best season, ever.

July 15th - July 27th                Paris France - «French Touch»

SELECT PRO-FTS FOR YOUR SUMMER!



Shooting percentage, proper conditioning, and a good technique 
are the keys for a longer and better career. 


Injury Re-athletisation
Motor pattern reprogramming, 
Balance, Dynamic Flexibility

Conditioning
Power, Cardio, Agility, Speed
Jumping Ability Improvement

Shooting & skills
Con�dence, Repetition, Routine, 
Focus, Challenges

WWW.PRO-FTS.COM

Fitness Performance Coach
Founder & Manager of Pro-FTS Camps

World recognized basketball coach specializing in 
strength and conditioning, known for his injury 
prevention philosophy. Arnaud’s training specializes 
in proprioception & functional training that resolves 
injuries and biomechanical discrepancies by 
addressing the problem locally and globally in the 
body’s kinetic chain system.  Arnaud has trained 
numerous pro athletes around the world; NBA, NHL, 
ATP, IAAF, PGA... and is the founder of a new elastic 
training system utilized in NBA and European soccer 
team that integrates prophylaxy & performance. 

Arnaud FEREC

Pro-FTS is a unique training system for Pro athletes looking for more of their career. 
The ONLY training camp that will make your body a weapon.

Your body spent years practicing basketball, slowly building compensations from 
injuries or inadapted technique. Games are more physical, contacts intense with coaches 
challenging post injury recovery time. Your body is on the edge to break anytime. 
It is a statistics: Pro-athletes have a higher chance to experience a career changing injury. 
Take control of your investment. Don’t let an ACL, tendenosis or low back pain stop you.

PREVENTION is being on top shape with good training, proper nutrition and adapted recovery.
Time to make the right move: book Pro-FTS for your summer destination!
5 top cities on earth- combined to world class personalized training program that will 
follow you during your vacation. Welcome to Pro-FTS: Hard vacation, fun work!

Functional Strength
Body Control, Core Stability,
Dissociated & Integrated Strength 
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